OVERVIEW

Full Stack Discovery and
Assessment for Hybrid IT
Whether you’re managing IT infrastructure across data centers
and cloud, preparing for a cloud migration as part of a larger
digital transformation project, or investing in IT automation,
having accurate, real-time information on your IT estate is critical
to your success. Use Device42 to increase visibility and agility,
while reducing risk, as you continue your digital transformation
journey.
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DEVICE42 FOR IT INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
As IT infrastructure grows, companies struggle to keep up with the ever-increasing complexity. Manual approaches to
tracking assets such as spreadsheets quickly break down when that IT estate grows beyond even a small size and
continue to fail as the infrastructure grows to include multiple locations and cloud assets. Yet this information is critical for
running the modern enterprise. Using Device42, IT teams can increase visibility and agility while lowering
mean-time-to-resolution (MTTR) – all from a single dashboard.

FEATURE

BENEFIT

Automatic, agentless Infrastructure discovery

Real-time, accurate IT visibility

Integrated ITAM / CMDB solution

Single source of IT truth

Software license management

Reduced compliance risk

DCIM capabilities

Reduced manual effort

IPAM

Increased visibility across all systems

Password management

Reduced security risk

Extensive integrations

Push infrastructure data to all the tools your IT management uses

DEVICE42 FOR IT TRANSFORMATION
Moving to hybrid infrastructure requires a deep understanding of both infrastructure and applications. Organizations
moving applications, whether it’s from one data center to another, or from the data center to the cloud, often lack the
service-level visibility needed to effectively manage and mitigate the risk associated with the move.
Device42 brings automatic service-level application visibility, instantly identifying all the services that support the
application. This includes a broad range of infrastructure including physical, virtual, cloud, and containers. Once
discovered, Device42 assesses the resource utilization of the infrastructure and uses this data to make detailed cloud
infrastructure recommendations to make sure the application performs properly after the move.
To complete the migration journey, Device42 connects with major migration tool sets including AWS Migration Evaluator,
CloudEndure, and Migration Hub, together with Microsoft Azure Migrate, Carbonite, and RiverMeadow.

FEATURE

BENEFIT

Agentless Infrastructure & application discovery

Reduced manual effort

Automatic Application Dependency Mapping

Reduced risk of application failure post move

Resource Utilization

Accurate and appropriate infrastructure sizing

Cloud Recommendation Engine

Accurate, predictable cloud cost estimates, reduced time to move to cloud

Integration with migration solutions

Reduced manual conﬁguration effort

Open data model and API

Pull data into any transformation or business intelligence tools

IT infrastructure has never been more complex.
Tame that complexity and manage your entire IT estate with Device42.
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